


We are an innovative group in national and international trade, where 
our main objective is to be a strategic partner of your company, providing 
you with a professional and comprehensive service focused on marketing 
and selling Mexican products export destination countries that request it, 
we have extensive experience in international trade. We also have an own 
customs broker that facilitates logistics for export to any country.

Also add in the value chain of our customers responsibly and efficiently 
to building trust and security in all its operations.



With world class agricultural and industrial processes, 
CATE harvests the best avocados in the region, with 
the quality demanded by international markets. In 
addition, thanks to the quality of our Hass avocados, 
we can produce the most select derivatives, with the 
flavor and freshness required in lots of dishes and 
final products.

WE HARVEST THE BEST AVOCADOS
AND WE PRODUCE EXQUISITE DERIVATIVES



OUR PRODUCTS



FROZEN AVOCADO PRODUCTS

THE HIGHEST QUALITY AND CONVENIENCE!
CATE currently has this frozen avocado products on the market. All of 
them derived from the best avocados in Mexico.

SLICES OF AVOCADO

Slices of avocado Hass 
100% fresh.
Vacuum packed
Presentation of 2 lbs.

AVOCADO HALVES

Hass avocado halves 
100% fresh.
Vacuum packed
Presentation of 2 lbs.

AVOCADO CUBES

Avocado cubes Hass 
100% fresh.
Vacuum packed
Presentation of 2 lbs.

GUACAMOLE

Fresh 100% Hass avocado
Guacamole.
Vacuum packed
Presentations (2 pounds):
Classic Guacamole
Santa Fe Guacamole
Southwestern Guacamole
Spicy Guacamole



FROZEN AVOCADO PRODUCTS



WHOLE FRESH AVOCADOS

THE BEST AVOCADOS IN THE REGION!
Our whole avocados are the best in the region where they 
are harvested, in the best place in the world to grow avo-
cados: the municipality of Periban, in Michoacan, Mexico.
We have different calibres and qualities, and export to 
different parts of the world.



SIZE TO EXPORT

48
CALIBRE

205 a 265 gr.

Extra

48

24

18

18

60
CALIBRE

170 a 205 gr.

Primera

60

30

22

22

70
CALIBRE

150 a 170 gr.

Mediano

70

-

24

24

84
CALIBRE

120 a 150 gr.

Comercial

84

-

26

26

32
CALIBRE

+ de 330 gr.

Súper

32 12

12-

36
CALIBRE

300 a 330 gr.

Súper

36 14

14-

40
CALIBRE

265 a 330 gr.

Súper

40 16

16-



From sowing and cultivation, our avocados are subject to 
the highest quality standards and the best agricultural 
processes. During the harvest, we strive to choose only 
the best, and in our packing centers, we separate the 
different qualities and sizes to send them to North 
America, Europe, Asia and Australia.

CATE avocados are already around the world, delight-
ing lovers of this delicious Mexican fruit. Either in its 
entire form or in some of its derivatives, we are part of the 
ingredients of the most demanding cuisines and delight 
the most sophisticated palates, since we have always 
adhered to the strictest standards, which are demanded in 
the markets where we are already present.

WHOLE FRESH AVOCADOS



AVOCADO OIL

THE HEALTHIER AND MOST DELICIOUS OIL!
CATE is the best Avocado Oil available in the gourmet 
market. It is not mixed with any other oils, it is made only 
with Hass avocados from Michoacan, Mexico, the greatest 
region in the world where avocados are produced.

Made specially for the connoisseurs and for people that is 
passionate about healthy eating, for those who search for the 
best and tastiest ways to cook and for those that enjoy a 
great and delicious healthy meal.



It is the best and healthiest avocado oil, as much for its 
purity and quality as for its traditional and artisanal manu-
facturing method.

Unlike many others and thanks to its purity and quality, 
CATE  guarantees the presence of all the nutritional 
benefits that an avocado oil has to offer, this makes it 
unique!

Its exquisite flavor, color and aroma offer an ideal balance 
for connoisseurs of healthy and gourmet food.

Thanks to its high smoke point, it appropriate for frying or 
for cooking at high temperatures without generating 
toxins. You can also use it to garnish salads, meats, poultry 
and seafood dishes.

ORIGINAL FORMULA



Its name is not badly written, it is simply our way of communi-
cating that all exotic oils are not created in the same way and 
also, this version offers unique advantages.

We have developed CATE “COMPLEAT” for your COMPLETE 
SATISFACTION and we are sure that we have achieved it.

We have integrated a selection of exotic oils, such as sunflower, 
high oleic and our unique avocado oil so you can enjoy what 
nature offers in a COMPLETE and DELICIOUS way.

COMPLEAT



As expected, CATE “PICANTE” is our authentic Mexican 
recipe made with the best avocado oil, it’s truly worthy 
for the most demanding palates.

Hot (but not excessively), spicy and deliciously differ-
ent. It maintains the perfect balance between flavor and 
spiciness, try it!

CATE – “PICANTE” will magnify your culinary skills and 
love for healthy delicious food!

PICANTE



There is a bit of Latin flavor in each one of us and with 
CATE – “MEDITERRANEAN” we recognize it.

That is why we have developed this seductive Mediterranean 
variety with characteristic ingredients of intense flavor for 
lovers of gourmet, to enjoy all the good things in life.

Try it on salads, seafood, spaghetti and any of the culinary 
creations your creative spirit brings you!

MEDITERRANEAN



CONTACTO
OMAR SASSOÉ


